Telomerase-free cancer cells employ a recombination-based alternative lengthening of 18 telomeres (ALT) pathway that depends on ALT-associated promyelocytic leukemia 19 (PML) nuclear bodies (APBs), whose function is unclear. We find that APBs behave as 20 liquid condensates, suggesting two potential mechanisms to promote telomere 21 elongation: condensation to enrich DNA repair factors for telomere synthesis and 22 coalescence to cluster telomeres to provide repair templates. Using chemically-induced 23 dimerization, we show that telomere sumoylation nucleates APB condensation via 24 SUMO-SIM (SUMO interaction motif) interactions and clusters telomeres. The induced 25 APBs lack DNA repair factors, indicating that these factors are clients recruited to the 26 APB scaffold rather than components that drive condensation. Telomere clustering, 27 however, relies only on liquid properties of the condensate, as an alternative 28 condensation chemistry also induces clustering. Our results demonstrate how the 29 material properties and chemical composition of APBs independently contribute to ALT, 30 suggesting a general framework for how liquid condensates promote cellular functions. 31 32 42 presence of APBs, a class of ALT telomere-associated promyelocytic leukemia (PML) 43 nuclear bodies used for ALT diagnosis (Yeager et al., 1999). PML nuclear bodies are 44 3 dynamic structures in the nucleus that transiently sequester up to 100 different proteins 45 that are implicated in many cellular functions including tumor suppression, DNA 46 replication, gene transcription, DNA repair, viral pathogenicity, cellular senescence and 47 apoptosis (Lallemand-Breitenbach and de The, 2010). While APBs are proposed to be 48 sites of telomere recombination during ALT, the precise functions of these specialized 49 PML nuclear bodies are poorly understood. Inhibiting APB formation by knocking down 50 PML protein, an essential component of PML nuclear bodies, leads to telomere 51
Introduction 33
Telomeres are repetitive sequences at chromosome ends that shorten with each 34 division in cells that lack a telomere maintenance mechanism. Critical telomere 35 shortening induces replicative senescence or apoptosis (Harley et al., 1990) , whereas 36 cancer cells maintain proliferation potential by actively elongating their telomeres. The 37 majority of human cancer cells re-activate the enzyme telomerase, but a significant 38 fraction (10-15%) employ an alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT) pathway that 39 involves DNA recombination and repair to maintain telomere length (Dilley and 40 Greenberg, 2015; Lazzerini-Denchi and Sfeir, 2016; Sobinoff and Pickett, 2017) . The 41 molecular mechanisms underlying ALT are unclear, but one unique characteristic is the GFP-TRF1 and SIM-mCherry-eDHFR, SIM was recruited to telomeres, which resulted To directly test whether SIM recruitment leads to liquid condensation on telomeres, we 151 used live imaging to monitor TRF1 and SIM signals over time (Movie 1). We observed 152 that after SIM recruitment, both SIM and TRF1 foci became brighter and bigger ( Figure   153 3A, B), as predicted for liquid droplet nucleation and growth. In addition, both SIM and 154 TRF1 foci rounded up, indicating formation of liquid condensates. Such liquid behavior 155 is also shown by fusion events and the dynamic exchange of components, similar to 156 DNA damage-induced foci ( Figure 3D , E). Droplet fusion also drove telomere Functional contributions of APB condensates 174 APB condensates could promote homology-directed telomere DNA synthesis in ALT by 175 either or both of two mechanisms: 1) concentrating DNA repair factors on telomeres 176 through APB condensation, 2) clustering telomeres for repair templates through APB 177 coalescence. The first mechanism is an example of compositional control of phase-178 separated condensates, which can be described with a scaffold-client model ( To determine whether APB condensates follow a scaffold-client model, we examined 186 DNA repair factors and PML protein, whose localization on telomeres defines APBs.
187
Recruiting SIM to telomeres increased colocalization of PML with telomeres, compared 188 to control cells where SIM was not recruited ( Figure 4A -C). Together with our previous 189 findings that the dimerization-induced condensates contain other known components of APBs with PML as a scaffold component. Such an increase in PML localization to 193 telomeres was not seen when the SIM mutant was recruited, agreeing with the 194 hypothesis that SUMO-SIM interactions drive APB condensation. As potential clients, 195 we looked at proteins involved in the DNA damage response and repair pathways: 196 53BP1, PCNA, and POLD3, which localize to APBs induced by DNA damage (Cho et 197 al., 2014; Dilley et al., 2016) . None of these factors was recruited after dimerization- Our model predicts that the ability to cluster telomeres relies on the liquid material 203 properties of APBs and not on specific scaffold or client proteins. To test this prediction, 204 we aimed to induce non-APB liquid droplets with a different chemistry on telomeres and 205 determine whether they can cluster telomeres. Besides multivalent interactions between 206 modular interaction pairs such as SUMO and SIM, another way of driving condensation 207 is through interactions between disordered or no complexity protein domains that 208 behave like flexible polymers (Elbaum-Garfinkle et al., 2015a; Lin et al., 2015; Nott et 209 al., 2015; Patel et al., 2015b; Zhang et al., 2015) . We selected the arginine/glycine-rich 210 (RGG) domain from the P granule component LAF-1, which forms liquid condensates in 211 vitro and in vivo (Elbaum-Garfinkle et al., 2015b; Schuster et al., 2018) . Recruiting RGG 212 to telomeres resulted in condensation as shown by the increase in telomere foci 213 intensity (Movie 4, Figure 5A , B). The induced condensates exhibited liquid behavior 214 such as the ability to fuse, which led to telomere clustering as shown by the decrease in 215 telomere foci over time (Figure 5C, D) . We also confirmed that the RGG condensates 216 were indeed on telomeres, and did not increase PML protein on telomeres compared show that sumoylation is responsible for nucleating APBs, and future studies revealing what 251 signaling is required for recruitment of client molecules to the APB scaffold will provide insights 252 on how sumoylation together with other PTMs promotes telomere DNA synthesis in ALT and in 253 DNA repair more broadly. 254 We showed that coalescence of APB liquid droplets drives telomere clustering ( Figure 3A -E), 256 which is thought to provide repair templates for homology-directed telomere DNA synthesis in 257 ALT. ALT cells contain extrachromosomal telomere DNAs (ECTRs) that may either be linear or 258 circular, but their functional contribution to ALT is unknown (Cesare and Griffith, 2004) . They 259 share sequence identity with telomeres and cannot be differentiated with our TRF1 probe or 260 other labeling techniques targeting telomere DNA sequence. Therefore, the clustering we 261 observe may involve APBs nucleated on both telomeres and ECTRs. Since ECTRs are more 262 mobile, they may be more efficient in clustering with telomeres to provide repair templates.
263
Further studies dissecting the role of ECTRs in telomere clustering would increase our 264 understanding of templating in ALT. We also demonstrated that the ability to cluster telomeres first stained with primary and secondary antibody, then fixed again in 4% formaldehyde 436 for 10 min at room temperature. Coverslips were then dehydrated in an ethanol series 437 (70%, 80%, 90%, 2 minutes each) and incubated with 488-telG PNA probe (Panagene) 438 at 75 o C for 5 min and then overnight in a humidified chamber at room temperature.
439
Coverslips were then washed and mounted for imaging. 
